BEFORE THE END

Before an object or a thing comes to its end, you would have observed that the subject in
question behaves in a rather different and unique manner. The lamp that is glowing would
shine brightly and flicker before it gets turned off. The person, who is on his death bed, hints
about his imminent end, even without his knowledge; or the sewing machines spindle swaying
and rolling as it approaches its end and so on. Hence, before an event or a thing comes to its
end, it shall exhibit certain characteristic features without fail. It is not clear as to why such
changes prevail. It could be that the behavioral changes are either a matter of standard
operational procedure or a destiny. Whatever be the cause, one thing is for sure; that an object
or a thing ought to behave indifferently and exhibit certain characteristic features. The signs
expressed as it approaches its end are quite different and bizarre. The Bible lists out all such
different and unusual signs. When the disciples were sitting alone with Lord Jesus, they asked
Him concerning the end of the world. Lord Jesus did not deny the subject pertaining to the end
of the world, but He rather briefed the disciples concerning such things which shall come to
pass before the world meets its ultimatum. Lord Jesus also explained in detail to His disciples
about all such signs. Further Lord Jesus cautioned the disciples to be watchful and when the
signs appear, they must understand that the end of the world is near. It is quite natural for us
to reason ourselves with such questions like â€œWhy it is necessary for a person to know that
the end of the world is near? What is the benefit in knowing when the entire world is going to
be destroyed? Is it possible that there remains a way of escape when the world is going to get
destroyed?â€• If the world is going to be destroyed and there be no room for any means of
escape, it is worthless to discuss and debate about it. It is not required for me to write and
publish this book if it serves no purpose. Reading this book would be meaningless and senseless for you as well. The Bible very clearly tells us that that the world would be destroyed.
However, all such people who are prepared and ready to meet the Lord shall certainly escape
from all the perils. The Bible which speaks about the means of escape from such dangers is not
written by any sage or hermit nor was it written by a seer who obtained enlightenment under a
Banyan tree. Rather, it was said by the Lord God, the creator of Heaven and the Earth; it is
exactly this part of the Bible which it portrays and explains to the readers. Few years ago,
when I was observing the peculiar and bizarre changes of the world, I tried to ascertain the
causes for all such behaviors. When I was able to perceive and understand the changes with
the help of the Bible, I realized that all such changes are the signs which the world must
encounter before it meet its end. The signs have already been written very precisely in the
Bible, such as -the enthusiasm of the people in learning like never before -the reformation
of the nation of Israel, which was once thought to be lost, never ever to appear again even in
the wildest dreams of men -the efforts to unify all the nations of the world and bring under
one control and power -the amazing and supernatural development in the field of science and
technology -changes in the nature, the weather and climatic conditions. All these incidents
are not by accident. As a matter of fact, I was shocked to know that these signs were
predetermined and foretold incidents. The events listed in this book do not conclude with
the Second Coming of the Lord Jesus alone. I have a lot more to write. There are possibilities
that I can write another book â€“ provided if the Second Coming of Lord Jesus be delayed.
May the Lord bless you abundantly! Amen.
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simple. In signs, headlines, labels, telegraphic style etc., articles.
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